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The long-term objectives of the Carnegie Mellon Fox Project are to improve the design and construction of systems software and to further the development of advanced programming languages. We use an advanced programming language in the design and construction of systems software, including operating systems, network protocols, and distributed systems. The language is based on Standard ML (SML), a modern functional programming language that provides polymorphism, first-class functions, exception handling, garbage collection, a parameterized module system, static typing, and a formal semantics. This Project involves several faculty members and spans a wide range of research areas, from (1) experimental development of systems software to (2) advanced compiler development to (3) language design.

1 Research Progress

For each of the three areas listed above, we report on the research accomplishments during the first calendar quarter of 1997, and the research objectives for the second quarter of 1997.

1.1 Experimental Development of Systems Software

Accomplishments (January-March):

- Improved the performance of the FoxNet. TCP (without checksums) now runs at 6 Megabits/second on a 10 Megabits/second Ethernet.

- Studied the sources of inefficiency in the FoxNet. These included performance bugs in TCP, the excessive use of abstraction in the marshaling and unmarshaling code, and inefficient implementation of word access and word shifting operations in the SML/NJ compiler.

- Developed a flexible set of performance analysis tools for measuring different parts of the FoxNet.

- Investigated poor code generated by the SML/NJ compiler in the handling of byte arrays and bit shift commands.

- Developed a FoxNet device protocol that supports an ATM network, and integrated it into the FoxNet to support existing applications.

Objectives (April-June):

- Identify the storage leak currently observed in the FoxNet web server.

- Fix the SML/NJ compiler to improve byte array handling, and bit shift functions, to improve the marshaling and unmarshaling performance of the FoxNet.

- Revise the "Safe-for-Space Threads in Standard ML" for journal publication.
Noteworthy publications:


1.2 Language Design

Accomplishments (January-March):

- Designed the "phase-splitting transformation" that reduces the module constructs of Standard ML to a much simpler polymorphic lambda calculus. This will allow us to extend the TIL compiler to handle the SML module system.

- Developed a working prototype of sort analysis, to improve the type analysis of SML programs.

- Designed three prototype "certifying compilers" for automatically generating proof-carrying code target programs from high-level source programs.

- Proved the soundness of proof representation and validation in Proof-Carrying Code.

Objectives (April-June):

- Complete revision of the Milner Festschrift paper described below.

- Complete prototype of new proof checker for PCC using explicit substitutions.

- Start the implementation of a Certifying Compiler prototype.

Noteworthy publications:

- "A Type-Theoretic Interpretation of Standard ML 1996", by Robert Harper and Chris Stone. Accepted for publication (subject to revisions) for the Milner Festschrift to be published at the end of this year. This paper describes in detail the type-theoretic interpretation of Standard ML, a critical ingredient for building a type-based compiler for the language.

- "Subtyping is not a good `Match' for object-oriented languages", by Kim B. Bruce, Adrian Fiech, and Leaf Petersen. To appear in Proceedings of ECOOP '97


• "Even Higher-Order Functions for Parsing or Why Would Anyone Ever Want To Use a Sixth-Order Function?", by Chris Okasaki. To appear in the Journal of Functional Programming.


1.3 SML Compiler and System Development

Accomplishments (January-March):

• Implemented propagating of type information through MLRisc back-end as part of TIL compiler project.

• Completed the implementation of the elaboration phase of the TILT compiler for full Standard ML. This is a critical step towards extending TIL to the full SML language.

Objectives (April-June):

• Finish initial implementation of TIL/ML compiler.

• Finish integrating MLRisc back-end into TIL compiler.

• Complete a first version of the TILT compiler for full Standard ML (in conjunction with Greg Morrisett at Cornell).

• Complete working sort checker for ML core.

• Add support for lazy evaluation to TIL.

2 Capital Equipment Purchases

• 1 220-0320 Dell 6200/OP GXpro, w/Pentium Pro 200Mhz/256K, Integrated, $6,467.00

• 1 220-0320 Dell 6200/OP GXpro w/Pentium Pro 200Mhz/256K, Integrated, $5,681.00

• 2 ST1515ON 2 4GB 3.5” Narrow SCSI-2 Disks, x2C13520 in 3.5” Dual Bay Enclosure, $3,850.00

• 1 ST1515ON 1 4GB 3.5” Narrow SCSI-2 Disks, C13520 in 3.5” Dual Bay Enclosure, $1,030.00
3 Key Personnel Changes

- Peter Lee was appointed to a two-year term on the Army Science Board. He is currently participating on an Army Science Board special study panel on Distance Learning.

4 Noteworthy Meetings

- POPL'97 (Paris, Jan 14-17)
  Peter Lee was the Co-General Chair for the conference. Also, he presented a paper on "Safe-for-Space Threads in Standard ML", at the 1997 Continuations Workshop, co-located with POPL'97.

- NRC panel on security infrastructure (Irvine, CA, Feb.5-6).
  Peter Lee was invited to participate in this panel meeting, to present work on Proof-Carrying Code, and discuss its possible applications to computer security related issues.

- Distinguished Lecture, Univ. of Illinois (Mar.10).
  Peter Lee gave a distinguished lecture on the topic, "Proofs, Types, and Mobile Code".

  Peter Lee and George Necula attended this workshop. Necula presented work on Proof-Carrying Code. Peter Lee and Joan Feigenbaum (AT&T Labs) presented a joint position paper on integrating Proof-Carrying Code into a Trust Management infrastructure.
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